### Peddinghaus BDL-1250/9A CNC Beam Drill Line w/ Loader,
Maximum Beam Width 50", New 1999/Refurbished 2007, #18288

### Peddinghaus ABCM-1250 3-Torch CNC Beam Burning/Coping Machine,
Maximum Beam Size 50", New 1999/Refurbished 2007, #18289

### Peddinghaus FDB 1500/3E CNC Plate Drill W/Oxey/Plasma Cutting Torches, Maximum Plate Width 60", New 2000, #17696

### Peddinghaus FPB 1500/3E CNC Plate Punch W/Plasma Cutting Torch, Maximum Plate Width 60", New 1998, #17634

---

### PRESTIGE EQUIPMENT
35 Pinelawn Road, Suite 203W, Melville, New York 11747, USA
Phone: 631.249.5566
Fax: 631.249.9494

Peddinghaus BDL-1250/9A CNC Beam Drill Line w/ Loader, Maximum Beam Width 50", New 1999/Refurbished 2007, #18288


Peddinghaus FDB 1500/3E CNC Plate Drill W/Oxey/Plasma Cutting Torches, Maximum Plate Width 60", New 2000, #17696

Peddinghaus FPB 1500/3E CNC Plate Punch W/Plasma Cutting Torch, Maximum Plate Width 60", New 1998, #17634

Also Available
Peddinghaus 38/18 Twin Column Band Saw, New 1990, #18286
Peddinghaus 44/19 Twin Column Band Saw, New 2000, #18287
Large Quantity of Motorized Conveyor and Transfers

www.prestigeequipment.com
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### Quebec Detailing Connection
200 North American Detailers and superior management
from “Old School” veterans combine the latest technologies from SDS/2 and Tekla Structures to reduce delays and maximize your profits.

866.677.6161
info@quebecconnection.com – www.quebecconnection.com

---

### AISC Quality Certification
Now more than ever, Certify!

- On-site guidance and training
- Increase productivity
- Reduce drawing and shop errors
- Reduce/eliminate field back charges
- No hidden charges
- Maximize profit

JAMES M. MOONEY & ASSOCIATES
Call 941.223.4332 or 941.485.7172
jmmoon94@aol.com

Why wasting your money on other expensive and difficult structural software when an alternative is so affordable and easy to use?

Introducing the very accurate and lightening-fast
Real3D-Analysis 4.0
By Computations & Graphics, Inc.
Phone: (303) 668-1091
Web: www.cg-inc.com

AISC Certification
Building–Bridge–Erector
Get certified and prepare for the demands of your customer!
We can help you understand the certification requirements.

Remote or Onsite Assistance!
Internal Audits!
Document Creation!

Call: 312.861.3000
Email: Information@atema.com
www.atema.com

AISC Certification
Building–Bridge–Erector
Get certified and prepare for the demands of your customer!
We can help you understand the certification requirements.

Remote or Onsite Assistance!
Internal Audits!
Document Creation!

Call: 312.861.3000
Email: Information@atema.com
www.atema.com

- Structural Steel Detailers all Sizes/Types Projects
- NISD/QPP/IDC Certified
- BIM Consulting/PE Licensed
- IFC & CIS/2 Model Exports
- CNC Data Exports

GIC
Producing BIM Models since 2001
MEMBERS: NISD & AISC
McKinney, Texas 75070

---

To advertise, call 231.228.2274 or e-mail gurthet@modernsteel.com.